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Save Money And Extend Product Life By Specifying High
load Ball Screws

Motion engineering quiz: If you need to actuate a 500 kN axial load along a 1,500 mm stroke, is it
better to use a roller screw or a ball screw?
If you said roller screw, you may not be familiar with high load ball screws as more economical and
simpler alternative.
A recent Industrial Technology article compares the different screw technologies and explores the
features and benefits of highload ball screws in applications previously relegated to roller screws.
To learn more, check out the full article.

Read the Article >

Download the Highload Ball
Screws Brochure >

Keep Up with Emerging
Trends

Smart Actuator Webinars
Stay educated and on top of the latest
advancements in electromechanical linear
actuation:
Part 4 of the the Thomson Smart Actuator
Webinar Series will examine how linear
actuators controlled via communication
buses can change the way you design
machines.
This webinar is scheduled for 16 October
2018, and lasts only 30 minutes.

Access the Thomson Smart
Actuator Webinar Series >

Reduce design and assembly
times with new stepper motor
linear actuators
Skip the complexity of calculations and
screw selection with new Thomson
motorized lead screw actuators, the latest
addition to our stepper motor linear actuator
product line.
Features and highlights include:
Builtin antirotation.
Side load capabilities.
Fully housed solution.
Easy integration into assemblies.
Similar range of end mounting and
connection options as the rest of the
motorized lead screw family.
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